
The major obstacle in the eradication of HIV is the presence of small pools of cells harboring an 
integrated HIV viral DNA (Proviral DNA). With the ARVs therapy or its interruption, these 
integrated viral DNA harboring cells produces virus, like before, resulting treatment failure.

HOO-IMM PLUS aims at functional cure by intensified integrase inhibition that prevents viral 
integration within the cell thereby reducing proviral latency, completely eliminates with long term 
therapy. 

HOO-IMM therapy distinct from its competitor like ARVs that could not able to inhibit integrase 
activity at 3“processing reaction, initial step of viral integration causing viral latency, a next 
generation target for drug discovery. No such ARVs licensed till date in such Class (3” Processing/ 
Non Catalytic activity) of integrase inhibition.

The HOO-IMM PLUS medication found to be very clinically potent for reducing plasma viremia 
also declining the proviral latency with the help of intensified integrase inhibition therapy that has 
been proven in the invitro anti-HIV testing with 97.89% inhibition. There is a significant observed 
decline in proviral DNA load within 6 months interval time of treatment of patients received New 
upgraded PLUS.
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HOO-IMM PLUS: a multi target Next-gen drug over ARVs

The major obstacle in the eradication of HIV is the presence 
of small pools of cells harboring an integrated HIV viral DNA 
(Proviral DNA). With the ARVs therapy or its interruption, 
these integrated viral DNA harboring cells produces virus, 
like before, resulting treatment failure.

HOO-IMM PLUS aims at functional cure by intensified 
integrase inhibition that prevents viral integration within the 
cell thereby reducing proviral latency, completely eliminates 
with long term therapy. 

HOO-IMM therapy distinct from its competitor like ARVs that 
could not able to inhibit integrase activity at 3“processing 
reaction, initial step of viral integration causing viral latency, 
a next generation target for drug discovery. No such ARVs 
licensed till date in such Class (3” Processing/ Non Catalytic 
activity) of integrase inhibition.
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The major obstacle in the eradication of HIV is the presence of small pools of 
cells harboring an integrated HIV viral DNA (Proviral DNA). With the ARVs 
therapy or its interruption, these integrated viral DNA harboring cells 
produces virus, like before, resulting treatment failure.

HOO-IMM PLUS aims at functional cure by intensified integrase inhibition 
that prevents viral integration within the cell thereby reducing proviral 
latency, completely eliminates with long term therapy. 

HOO-IMM therapy distinct from its competitor like ARVs that could not able 
to inhibit integrase activity at 3“processing reaction, initial step of viral 
integration causing viral latency, a next generation target for drug discovery. 
No such ARVs licensed till date in such Class (3” Processing/ Non Catalytic 
activity) of integrase inhibition.

The HOO-IMM PLUS medication found to be very clinically potent for 
reducing plasma viremia also declining the proviral latency with the help of 
intensified integrase inhibition therapy that has been proven in the invitro 
anti-HIV testing with 97.89% inhibition. There is a significant observed 
decline in proviral DNA load within 6 months interval time of treatment of 
patients received New upgraded PLUS.
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FÎ Í FĜÍ İ Ī Ė İ HÎ Í  HÍ  �Ì  % INHIBITION HOOIMM PLUS % INHIBITION EFAVIRENZ

ĆBD 17.19 36.23

Ĉ 53.64 46.72

D 86.39 74.46

ĈĆ 96.96 92.98

ČĆ 99.1 96.7

   Percent inhibition of HIV RT activity of HOO-IMM PLUS and Efavirenz at concentration range from 20 to 0.5 µm

The New upgraded HOO-IMM PLUS starts decreasing the HIV 
RNA Viral load around 70-80% within first month. And 
within 3-4 months, the HIV RNA Viral load count decrease to 
less than detectable level. Thereby recovery of CD4 count 
reaches to more than 500 cells per cubic millimeter.

The patient records Not Detected for the foremost HIV test 
which is HIV Proviral DNA PCR Qualitative test, after 
completing the course of the New HOO-IMM PLUS treatment 
for 12-15 months.
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